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The Oberoi Beach Resort, Al Zorah’s Beachfront Restaurant 

 

Located just 25 minutes by car from Dubai and set in the midst of nature, Al Zorah 
feels like a world away from its bustling urban counterpart. At the heart of it all lies 
The Oberoi Beach Resort, Al Zorah, a paradise for luxury travelers and nature 
lovers; with lush green mangroves on one side, the azure blue Arabian Gulf on the 
other and exquisite facilities topped off with impeccable, heartfelt hospitality, 
throughout. The resort is framed by one million square meters of pristine natural 
white sand beaches, protected forests and lagoons that nurture a rich biodiversity of 
over 100 species of birds, pink flamingos and offshore coral. The Oberoi Beach 
Resort, Al Zorah is the ultimate luxury retreat and Aquario restaurant located just 
steps away from the beach is the perfect setting for gastronomic perfection. 
 
Aquario, the resort's luxury beachfront seafood restaurant, has undergone an 
extensive refurbishment to enhance each guest’s dining experience. The newly 
designed entrance feels like entering a beautiful glass structure. Inside the 
restaurant, an intricate Islamic Mashrabiya ceiling and handwoven rugs lend warmth 
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and texture. The new bar design is contemporary, sophisticated and provides guests 
with space to enjoy picturesque beach views in a comfortable and luxurious setting. 
Aquario has a relaxed feel during the day and comes alive at night with resident DJs 
and singers performing against a backdrop of seemingly floating solar lanterns and 
the Arabian Sea. 

A speciality seafood restaurant by the beach Aquario is furnished with wall lined 
sofas, wooden tables, and wicker chairs. It has indoor and outdoor seating that is 
shaded by a pergola during the day and turns into a romantic candlelit space in the 
evenings. The menu features responsibly sourced seafood cuisine inspired by the 
South of France and Italy that is prepared using specialist methods to retain 
authentic flavours and nutrition. The attached bar is an elegant, relaxed space where 
guests can enjoy eclectic, expertly crafted cocktails, along with a selection of fine 
gins mixed with specially flavoured tonic waters. 

Aquario’s menu is characterized by exclusive regional ingredients and techniques 
that start from the south of France, drawing the map of the Provençal Mediterranean 
coastline heading to Italy. Chef William Chaaban, Executive Chef, The Oberoi Beach 
Resort, Al Zorah, actively seeks out suppliers he trusts, to source environmental 
friendly ingredients that are sustainably sourced, fresh and organic to use in his 
expertly curated dishes. Every delicacy on Chef Chaaban’s menu is handcrafted and 
carefully considered.  

To top it all off, Aquario is not only a haven for freshly caught seafood it is a luxury 
beachfront restaurant, that delivers legendary hospitality and exceptional service. 

Press kit available here 
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